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MISSION STATEMENT 
 

Backpacker Medics aims to deliver basic healthcare to the people that need it most. Utilising the skills and 

generosity of volunteer paramedics, students and other allied healthcare professionals, Backpacker Medics 

travels to remote areas of the world to provide healthcare, establish healthcare facilities and deliver education. 

The ultimate outcome of this work is an overall improvement in the lives of people who lack access to healthcare 

and health education- not only through treatment of injuries and illness, but also through health and lifestyle 

education that targets the prevention of future health issues. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

SAMJANNA BHUJEL- BUDDING  

KERASAWARA MEDIC! 
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HELLO and WELCOME! 
 

Thank you for volunteering with Backpacker Medics (BPM). We sincerely hope it is an experience that challenges 

you both personally and professionally and that, ultimately, changes your life.  

 

BPM was established to provide a platform for paramedics and other medical professionals to engage with the 

world of humanitarian work. We aim to provide paramedical services in the truest sense: by working “beside” 

existing organisations and authorities to deliver independent, mobile healthcare and training. We have chosen 

to work closely with individual communities to develop independent and sustainable health and education 

systems. We believe this model of interaction allows the most rewarding outcomes- for both the community 

and BPM volunteers.  

 

Since we began (way back in 2012!), there have been so many fantastic achievements that they’re becoming 

almost too numerous to count. Regardless of our accomplishments, there is one thing we will never forget: 

every single one of them is the direct result of the involvement of amazing volunteers, just like you.  

 

When you volunteer with Backpacker Medics, 

you’re not just signing up for the trip of a 

lifetime. Without even knowing it, you’ve  

suddenly acquired a family that you’d do 

anything for (both at home and half-way 

around the globe), friends that will last a 

lifetime and a purpose for the rest of your life! 

We’re really proud of our “BPM Family” 

and we hope that you’ll feel welcome 

and stay involved for many years to 

come.  

 

As an organisation, we always try to keep our ‘ultimate outcome’ in mind: an overall improvement in the lives 

of people who lack access to services and facilities we so often take for granted. It’s a simple goal, but one that 

keeps us grounded and motivated.  

 

In this booklet you’ll find plenty of information pertinent to our project in Nepal. We hope that it is 

comprehensive enough to answer many of your questions, however we know that there will always be more- 

so feel free to contact us via email or social media and we will do our best to cover anything that isn’t discussed 

here.  

 

Finally, we’d like everyone to know that a key ethos of BPM has always been complete transparency in all 

operations- be it personal, professional or fiscal. We realise that ‘volunteering’ is (unfortunately) never free and 

have therefore endeavoured to provide as much detail about the costs involved in our project as we possibly 

The BPM team at 

Sushant & Asmita’s 

wedding 
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can. Please remember that Backpacker Medics is a 100% volunteer initiative, meaning that any costs involved 

in volunteering with us cover either ‘necessary logistics’ (e.g.: transport, interpreters, etc.) or go directly to the 

communities we work with.  

 

Once again, thanks for volunteering with us; we hope it is everything that you’ve ever dreamed of and we look 

forward to hearing all about your experience!  

 

Nathan Burns (and the Backpacker Medics Team) 

Founder  

Backpacker Medics 

e: nathan@backpackermedics.org  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 

Nath and his wife 

Carrie near their 

home in Tassie 

mailto:nathan@backpackermedics.org
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PART 1 : ABOUT NEPAL  
 

Nepal is a land-locked country of approximately 30 million people which is officially referred to as the Federal 

Democratic Republic of Nepal. It covers an area of 147,181 square kilometers and is bordered by China (Tibet) 

to the north and India to the south.  

Nepal is the 41st most populous country in the world and is ranked the 30th poorest*.  

Nepal has a rich and hugely diverse geography. The Himalayas boast eight of the world’s ten tallest mountains, 

including Sagamartha (Mount Everest) and contain more than 240 peaks over 20,000ft (6,096 m), whilst the 

southern Terai region is fertile and humid.  

Nepal is a focal point for religious pilgrims (both Buddhist and Hindu); Hinduism is practised by about 81% of 

Nepalis (making it the country with the highest percentage of Hindu followers), whilst Buddhism is practiced 

‘officially’ by around 9% of the population. In practice, however, many Nepalis would consider that they follow 

both religions.  

A little-known fact is that Nepal is an ornithologists paradise as it harbours over 800 bird species, close to 10% 

of the world’s population. Nepal also has the world’s densest concentration of World Heritage Sites, the 

Kathmandu valley alone has 7 World Heritage Cultural sites within a radius of 15 kilometres.  

Nepal was ruled as a monarchy from 1768 when the rest of the Shah 

dynasty of Kings (Prithvi Narayan Shah) unified what were previously 

many small kingdoms. This relatively peaceful monarchy was 

shattered in June 2001 when King Birendra, Queen Aishwarya and 

other close relatives were killed in a shooting spree by the drunken 

Crown Prince Dipendra, who then shot himself. This disastrous 

incident punctuated a decade-long civil war from 1996-2006 which 

ended with the dissolution of the monarchy completely and left the 

Maoist United Communist Party of Nepal in charge of a multiparty 

democratic republic. The political situation in Nepal remains  

uncertain to this day, with ongoing constitutional debate and striking 

factions. 

On Saturday April 25th, 2015, Nepal was rocked by a massive 7.8 

magnitude earthquake, just northwest of the capital, Kathmandu. It 

was the worst quake to strike the region in more than 80 years. The 

area was hit with a second 7.3 magnitude quake just 17 days later. 

The total number of people affected by the earthquake was 

approximately 8 million, with a death toll of around 8,700- including around 150 

people who were killed during the second quake.** The number of children who 

needed urgent assistance amounted to around 1.1 million, whilst around 2.8 million people required 

humanitarian assistance.  

 
* 2015 Rankings are based on the GDP (PPP) of a country, which compares the generalised differences in the cost of living and standards between 

countries. Source: www.gfmag.com 

* This number could w ell be much higher due to the inaccessibility of much of the country and poor recording systems. 

The BPM team on 

the ground 

following the 2015 

earthquake 
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WEATHER  

Nepal has a typical monsoonal, two-season year. The dry season runs from October to May and the wet 

(monsoon) season from June to September. Autumn (September to November) and spring (March to May) bring 

almost perfect weather.  

As in most developing countries, the weather in Nepal can have a huge bearing on travel around the country 

and the activities you can pursue. With this in mind, please be aware that due to the weather, travel plans and 

logistics can change on very short notice. 

You can find good information about the weather at different times of year by visiting:  

KTM WEATHER (for Kathmandu) 

OKHALDHUNGA WEATHER (for Okhaldhunga, the nearest major town to Kerasawara village).  

 

CURRENCY 

The currency of Nepal is the Nepali Rupee (Rs). There are coins in denominations of 1, 2, 5 and 10 rupees, and 

bank notes in denominations of 1, 2, 5, 10, 20, 25, 50, 100, 500 and 1000 rupees. Away from major centres, 

changing a Rs 1000 note can be very difficult, so it is always a good idea to keep a stash of small-denomination 

notes in your pocket.  

ATM’s are readily available in Kathmandu and all the major tourist areas (eg: Pokhara), however it can 

sometimes be difficult to change money outside these major centres.  

As an example of general costs, a basic Nepali meal will cost around 350 NRs, a taxi from the airport (to central 

Kathmandu) around 500-700 NRs and a cold(ish) beer around 400 NRs.  

For up-to-date exchange rates, check out: XE CURRENCY CONVERTER 

(There is also an excellent smartphone app from this website that can come in very handy).  

 

LANGUAGE  

Probably the most useful language aid that we have found is the Lonely Planet Phrasebook. 

It fits neatly in your pocket and can be found cheaply in Kathmandu. 

In the appendix of this volunteer booklet, you will find a wide range of Nepali terms that have been lovingly 

translated by the Backpacker Medics Nepal team. Feel free to try them out!  

 

 

 

 

http://www.worldweatheronline.com/kathmandu-weather-averages/np.aspx
http://www.worldweatheronline.com/okhaldhunga-weather-averages/np.aspx
http://www.xe.com/currencyconverter/convert/?Amount=95000&From=NPR&To=AUD
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A FEW THINGS TO REMEMBER ABOUT NEPAL...  

• EVERYTHING takes time in Nepal... and the more frustrated and agitated you get about it, the longer 

it seems to take. Travelling anywhere is almost always an ‘experience’ and it’s best not to take 

anything as ‘concrete’- especially times, plans and distances! Embrace the principle of “Nepali Time”. 

• There is no hiding the fact that Nepal can be a very confronting place at times. Keep an open mind 

and an empathetic heart and you will go a long way.  

• Roads (particularly crossing them) are a hazardous affair. Keep your eyes and ears open at all times!  

• Traditionally, Nepalis eat with their right hand (no utensils needed!) and use their left hand for toileting.  

• Never, ever drink untreated tap water.  

• Electricity ‘blackouts’ are a common occurrence (sometimes up to 18 hours per day in winter!). You 

will learn to be very ‘efficient’ with use of electrical items (or simply take a break from technology!) 

and to always keep a head torch handy!  

• We are housed, fed and lovingly cared for by the Koirala family in Kerasawara and the village 

community in general. Our Nepali staff are carefully chosen and, quite frankly, outstanding at the job. 

Please, please, please remember be respectful to our ‘Nepali family’ at all times. We have spent 

many, many years developing loving and trusting relationships with these people and we care for 

them as we would our own family.  

 

 

Ahhhhh…the joys of 

travelling by road 

in Nepal! 
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PART 2 : ABOUT BACKPACKER MEDICS IN NEPAL 

 

BACKPACKER MEDICS AND THE MOONLIGHT COMMUNITY HEALTHCARE CENTRE 

One of the fundamental principles of Backpacker Medics is that we like to work “beside” existing organisations 

and authorities to achieve our aims. Nowhere in the world is this more important than Nepal- a country often 

shackled by corruption and red-tape. 

From the very start we worked closely with the Moonlight Foundation Nepal to enable the work we do. The 

Moonlight Foundation Nepal (MFN) was founded in 2008 and is a non-profit, non-political, service-oriented 

social organization which runs a free school for disadvantaged children in Kathmandu that now has over 80 

students in full-time study up to Grade 6. MFN is registered with the District Administration office, the District 

Development committee and the Social Welfare Council in Kathmandu, Nepal. 

Since the opening of the Moonlight Community Healthcare Centre (MCHC) in 2012, however, our relationship 

with MFN has become less formalized as we now work directly with the Shree Mahadevsthan Samaj Sawa 

Okhaldunga (SMSO), which is the steering committee of the MCHC. SMSO was founded in 2012 and is registered 

with the District Administration Office (Reg#: 479). 

The SMSO is made up of 11 Committee members and is responsible for the smooth operations and daily 

management of the MCHC and other, ongoing social welfare projects in the community. SMSO is completely 

non-profit and has no political affiliations. SMSO takes project direction from Backpacker Medics and also 

provides quarterly operational and financial reporting. 

The ‘theory’ behind our working relationship with the SMSO is to provide a model that puts complete ‘control’  

for the day-to-day operations and future of the MCHC in the hands of the community. This is a powerful concept 

that has proven – thus far – to work extremely well. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 

VOLUNTEER BEN SIBLEY HELPING OUT 

AT THE MOONLIGHT SCHOOL 
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KERASAWARA: “THE VILLAGE”  

Kerasawara (pron: care-ra-oo-sa-gow-wa-ra) village, where Backpacker Medics has been working since 

November 2012, is situated in Okhaldhunga province, Eastern Nepal. It is approximately 190 km from 

Kathmandu and sits at an altitude of just over 1200m. It takes approximately 14 hours by Jeep to get to the 

village.  

The question always asked of us is: “…why Kerasawara?” Of course, the answer is very simple: it is where 

Santosh Koirala grew up! 

The exact co-ordinates of Okhaldhunga township (the nearest major town to Kerasawara) are: LAT: 

29.01365089416504”N; LONG: 80.86669158935547”E  

The population of the village is approximately 150~180 depending on the time of year (eg: during crop-planting 

and harvesting periods this may be more), and the overwhelming majority of villagers are Hindus. 

All families in the village live in traditional 

mud, stone and thatched-roof (or tin roof, 

following the 2015 earthquake) homes built 

around a central courtyard and cook using 

open fires. There is generally a piped water 

supply to each home (although the supply can 

be very haphazard) and an ‘outhouse’ style 

squat toilet with bucket-fed flushing.  

The villagers designed and built a small hydro-

electric power supply some years ago and 

therefore, generally, have a small amount of 

electricity available after 6pm.  

They grow over 90% of the foods that they 

eat (eg: rice, potatoes, spinach, chillis, lentils, 

millet etc.) and generally tend livestock in the 

form of buffalo, goats and chickens.  

The village diet is very simple and revolves 

around two main meals each day of rice, dahl 

(lentils) and a vegetable dish (usually 

potatoes). Some families enjoy an abundance 

of delicious, fresh buffalo milk and often make yoghurt from this. Every day begins with a warm cup of sweet 

black tea.  

The nearest schools are around 1 hour walk away and the nearest major hospital and ‘shops’ (in Okhaldhunga), 

2-4 hours walk.  

 

 

 

A typical household 

courtyard in 

Kerasawara 
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MOONLIGHT COMMUNITY HEALTHCARE CENTRE: PROJECT AIMS AND OUTCOMES  

Since November 2012, Backpacker Medics worked closely with the Kerasawara community to build the 

Moonlight Community Healthcare Centre- a three-room, 100% free healthcare facility for Kerasawara village 

and the surrounding community. The health centre regularly services more than 600 villagers from 7 different 

villages 

The Moonlight Community Healthcare Centre 

was conceptualised and constructed with the 

notion of ‘community’ as it’s central, driving 

theme. We’ve always been acutely aware that 

education and long-term commitment are 

equally important as gold-standard medical care 

and it was always the Backpacker Medics dream 

that this would be a place people come to 

primarily when they are healthy, not sick. We 

wanted it to be a place of learning, social 

interaction, communication and, well, fun! 

Since the Moonlight Community Healthcare 

Centre opened in June 2014, it has become a hub 

for the community. Every morning the courtyard is mobbed by smiling, eager children for the morning Children’s 

Health and Hygiene Session. They then head indoors and the education room turns into an English learning 

centre. At any given time during the day young and old stop by for a chat, to help, or simply to stop and rest. 

It’s the training centre for the Kerasawara Rescue Team and the Women’s Health Initiative Team and - on an 

ever-increasing basis! - it’s the centre of attention as a new life is born into the community!  

In short, many of our dreams for the Moonlight Community Healthcare Centre have been realised. 

Of course, there’s always plenty more work to be done and, apart from the day-to-day running of the Moonlight 

Community Healthcare Centre, Backpacker Medics is always looking into the future. Some examples of future 

education programmes include:  

 Nutrition education, introduction of crop diversity and inclusion of these foods into daily diets.  

 First aid for all villagers 

 Structured exercise programs relevant to village work activities 

 Environmental consideration education (eg: .fuel-efficient cooking, replanting). 

 An early-childhood (pre-school) care and 

education group.  

 

The ultimate goal for the MCHC will be a self-sustained 

facility that is co-ordinated and managed by the villagers, 

funded by the proceeds of livestock breeding, alternative 

crop production and homestay volunteers and directed by 

a village child who has completed their medical degree! 

WORKERS QUARRYING ROCKS USED FOR 

BUILDING THE  MCHC 

The MCHC education 

room 
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MCHC COMMUNITY ENRICHMENT PROGRAMMES 

Since 2012 Backpacker Medics have facilitated a number of Community Enrichment Programmes- all aimed at 
‘up-skilling’ the village community in a number of ways. Here is a snapshot of each: 
 
 

 

• Morning Children’s Health and Hygiene Session: this has been running 

every single day from the very first day Backpacker Medics visited the village. 

At 7am each morning the village children visit the Moonlight Community 

Healthcare Centre for a toothbrushing, hand washing and personal grooming 

session- all mixed together with games, shenanigans and english lessons. 

Without fail, this is the highlight of every volunteer’s trip! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

• Kerasawara Rescue Team: the KRT was formed in 2015 to service 

the MCHC by providing a village ‘foot ambulance’. The team comprises 

of ten locals, who are trained in first-aid and rescue and is lead by Uttam 

Koirala. They are also trained in casualty access, triage, first-aid, rescue 

and patient transport. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

• Women’s Health Initiative: a ‘train the trainer’ model 

aimed at raising the traditionally poor level of women’s 

health and education in Nepal. In February 2016, a select 

group of six local women (not only from Kerasawara) were 

given training in basic anatomy and physiology, ante-

natal, post-natal and obstetric care, gynaecological 

problems and paediatric first aid. These women now fill 

the role of women’s health advocates throughout the area. 

 

 
 

Nisha gets into 

hand washing…what 

a smile! 

The KRT in 

action; Feb 2015 

WHI training; Feb 

2016 
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BPM AND MCHC STAFF AND PEOPLE 

Sushant Dahal: Backpacker Medics Nepal Program Director 

Instrumental figure in the success of the project from the very start. Wears many 

hats at once: Project Director, Medical Interpreter, Lead Guide, all-round Go-

Getter, Host-With-The-Most and Genuine Top Bloke! 

 

 

 

Ashmita K.C: Expedition and Team Leader 

Ashmita has also been involved with Backpacker Medics from the very start- initially 

as a medical interpreter and now as a Volunteer Expedition and Team Leader. Her 

contribution to the Moonlight Community Healthcare Centre has been immense- so 

much so that she is now considered 'family' in Kerasawara village! 

 

 

 

 

Anapum Dahal: Expedition and Team Leader 

Anapum grew up in the neighbouring village, Chanoate, before moving to 

Kathmandu to study tourism. He has worked in the domestic tourism industry for a 

number of years and specialises in Nepal-based tours to Bhutan and Tibet. Anapum 

has also been involved with Backpacker Medics from the very beginning, helping 

with everything from organising volunteer trips, to playing host at the Moonlight 

Community Healthcare Centre opening. 

 

 

 

Uttam Koirala: MCHC Caretaker / KRT Leader 

Uttam is the head of daily operations at the MCHC and your host in Kerasawara. 

BPM volunteers homestay with Uttam's family in the village and he is the first port-

of-call for anything you need. Uttam is also the leader of the Kerasawara Rescue 

Team. 
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Dhabal Raj Rai: Nurse / Health Assistant 

Dhabal is the full-time MCHC nurse and hails from a Kettuke village- around 6 hours 

walk away. Before going the Moonlight Community Healthcare Centre team, he 

worked at the Rumjitar hospital and at the health post in his home village. Dhabal is 

in charge of the clinical standards and day-to-day running of the MCHC. He is well 

trained and qualified but also very eager to learn more about western medicine. 

 

 

Bimala Dahal: Midwife 

Bimala has been working at the Moonlight Community Healthcare Centre since the 

opening in June 2014. She lives in neighbouring Lamiswoti village and before joining the 

Moonlight Community Healthcare Centre team worked for two years in Manebhangaya. 

Along with midwife duties, Bimala's role is to attend to female health needs, female health 

education and to act as a mentor for the Women’s Health Initiative team. Bimala has 

delivered many babies at the Moonlight Community Healthcare Centre, but remains very 

eager to learn more about western medical practices. 

 
 
Chandrakala Bhujel: Clinic Helper 

Chandrakala's main role is to help with the cleanliness of MCHC and gardening. If you 

make a mess, you'll have to answer to Chandrakala! 

 

 

 

 

Nar Rai: MSSS Committee Leader 

Nar is the 'unofficial' leader of the village and head of the MCHC 

Organising Committee. He oversaw the design and building of the 

Moonlight Community Healthcare Centre and is an integral member of 

the KRT. 

 

 

Seshi and Kishor: Kings of the Kids: Sesh and Kishor have never missed a 

Morning Children's Hygiene Session- leading by example and showing the rest of the 

children in the community just how much can be gained from showing up and having fun 

at the MCHC! Their enthusiasm for learning and general intelligence and maturity has 

them earmarked as future MCHC medicos- we can't wait to see them grow into inspiring 

young men! 
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The Koiralas: The most hospitable family in Nepal! 

Backpacker Medics volunteers have been staying with the Koirala family 

since we first journeyed to Kerasawara way back in 2012- and we simply 

couldn't ask for a more hospitable, caring and accommodating 'Nepali 

Family'! Whether it's Mum's amazing acha, Kaka's hilarious antics, Boer's 

wise words, or Kaki's sweet, warm morning tea, they always make us feel 

at home. There are always mountains of steaming hot rice, endless 

cups of kalo chia and so many laughs to be had with the Koiralas! 

 

 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 
Volunteer Interpreter Network: Nepal 

Over the years we have been lucky enough to have recruited a network of volunteer 

interpreters the envy of NGO's across Nepal!  

All of our interpreters are fun, unbelievably 

enthusiastic and amazing at engaging with the 

Kerasawara community. They work tirelessly on 

every expedition and we simply don't know where 

we'd be without them!! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

PART 3 : PREPARING FOR YOUR TRIP 
  

Boer and Mum 

Kaki and Kaka 

Rita and Ubika 

SABINA 

MANJU 

Mr L-R and 

Sushilla DiDi 

Barwana 
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LOGISTICS: A WARNING...  

As mentioned earlier in this booklet, a key ethos of Backpacker Medics is transparency in all matters. Therefore, 

please read the following few paragraphs with an open mind and with the knowledge that this is our attempt 

to be honest and open about the work we do. There is simply 

no way to sugar-coat it and it is NOT in any way, shape or 

form, a personal judgement or criticism (everyone gets the 

same spiel!). Rather, it is our attempt to leave you with no 

doubts regarding the environments you are about to 

encounter.  

 

OK, here goes... 

The work we do involves hours of hot, dusty, wet, cold, 

uncomfortable, unreliable and (sometimes) dangerous 

travel, rudimentary accommodation, a very, very basic diet 

and little (if any) access to what most Westerners would 

consider ‘essential’ services (eg: hospitals, shops, flushing toilets, 

hot showers, etc.). It is often taxing on the mind and body and - more often than not - requires a level of 

adaptability beyond even the most accepting traveller. It requires flexibility you never knew you had, patience 

in never-ending supply and the ability to cast aside personal preference for communal gain.  

This kind of work presents consistent moral, personal and physical challenges, forces introspection and often 

leaves you drained to the core. Clinicians are required to consistently delve into their medical ‘box of tricks’ to 

try and diagnose, treat and educate, whilst non-clinicians need to ‘think outside the box’ in almost everything 

they do. It will make you laugh and cry and- at times- will touch on every single emotion in between.  

Therefore, if you are some kind of whiny princess or 

pretty boy that can’t go without their hairdryer, hot 

shower and room service for more than a day, then 

please, please, PLEASE DON’T APPLY!  

 

This is a point that we simply can’t stress enough; we 

are NOT trying to discourage volunteers. Rather, we are 

asking YOU to honestly and fully consider YOUR 

suitability for this undertaking.  

 

After all, it’s better to admit that you’re not cut out for all 

this now than finding out 14 hours into the Nepali wilderness!!!  

THERE IS NOTHING EASY ABOUT 

RURAL LIFE IN NEPAL 

Kerasawara: beautiful 

and challenging all-

in-one 
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BOOKING YOUR FLIGHTS 

As soon as your expression of interest is accepted, you 

should be looking to book flights to confirm your place 

on the trip. BPM is proudly supported by both Singapore 

Airlines and Motive Travel. Together, they endeavour to 

find us the most affordable way of getting to Nepal. 

Further, Singapore Air allows BPM Volunteers an extra 

10kg of baggage to facilitate us getting supplies to Nepal, 

when flights are booked through Motive Travel. 

Your first port of call for booking your flights should be 

Motive Travel.  Our friends at Motive always give Backpacker Medics the best 

possible rate and can arrange extra baggage when flying with Singapore Airlines. They can be reached on (08) 

9322 2666 or by email. 

 

PRE-DEPARTURE DOCUMENTATION 

Backpacker Medics requires all volunteers to submit a number of documents prior to departure. We require 

these documents to be submitted no later than two weeks (14 days) before your departure date (but the 

sooner the better please!!). 

 

All volunteers are required to submit the following: 

• Volunteer Pre-Departure Form (online form sent to successful volunteers after an expression-of-

interest has been submitted) 

• Travel Insurance Documentation (PDF upload) 

• Evidence of Smart Traveller Registration (screenshot upload) 

• National Police Clearance Certificate no greater than two years (24 months) old (PDF upload)* 

• A copy of your Degree/Qualification (PDF upload) OR 

• Evidence of current enrolment at a Tertiary Institution e.g. university, training institute (PDF upload) 

OR 

• Written reference from Supervising Medical Staff (e.g. paramedic, RN, etc.) for those who currently 

volunteer in Australia as Ambulance Officers, first aiders, etc. (PDF upload) 

 

*You can obtain a National  Police Clearance Certificate here: http://www.afp.gov.au/what-we-do/police-checks/national-police-

checks 

 

 

 
 

Anis Bhujel 

http://motivetravel.com.au/
mailto:viviana@motivetravel.com.au?subject=Backpacker%25252525252520Medics%25252525252520flights%25252525252520to%25252525252520Nepal
http://www.afp.gov.au/what-we-do/police-checks/national-police-checks
http://www.afp.gov.au/what-we-do/police-checks/national-police-checks
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FACEBOOK PAGE: Backpacker Medics Volunteer Page 

If you haven’t already, feel free to join the group ‘Backpacker Medics Volunteer Page’.  

It’s a great way to introduce yourself to other members of your team, find out about previous trips and get 

answers to all those burning questions! 

 

 
 

TRAVEL INSURANCE 

It's COMPULSORY.  

BPM has a strict 'no-insurance-no-travel' policy. No ifs, no but's!  

If you can't afford travel insurance, you can't afford to travel. 

 

As a 100% volunteer organisation, Backpacker Medics is not 

able to provide individual insurance in any form. Therefore, 

we require that you investigate and acquire comprehensive 

travel insurance to cover overseas medical costs (including 

medical evacuation), theft, missed flights, etc. before you 

depart.  

Please confirm that your insurance covers you for the whole 

time you’ll be away and check what circumstances and 

activities are not included in your policy. Regardless of how 

healthy and fit you are, if you can’t afford travel insurance, 

you can’t afford to travel with Backpacker Medics.  

 

 

 

SMART TRAVELLER REGISTRATION  

If you are an Australian resident, please register with 

Smart Traveller via the following link: 

www.smartraveller.gov.au  Non-Australian residents 

should investigate similar travel registration services in 

their home country.  For general travel advice about 

Nepal, please visit: www.smartraveller.gov.au/zw-

cgi/view/Advice/Nepal  

 

 

 

One very good reason you 

need travel insurance (…yep- 

there’s Backpacker Medics in 

that jeep!) 

On the road post-

earthquake. 

http://www.facebook.com/groups/BPMVolunteerPage
http://www.smartraveller.gov.au/
http://www.smartraveller.gov.au/zw-cgi/view/Advice/Nepal
http://www.smartraveller.gov.au/zw-cgi/view/Advice/Nepal
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VISA AND ENTRY  

At the time of publication, it is not a requirement for Backpacker Medics volunteers to obtain any special visa 

concessions for entry into Nepal. The vast majority of nationalities are able to obtain a Nepalese Tourist Visa On 

Arrival at Kathmandu airport. 

To obtain a visa upon arrival by air in Nepal you must fill in an application form and provide a passport 

photograph. Visa application forms are available on a table in the arrivals hall, though some airlines provide this 

form on the flight. For people with electronic passports there are now visa registration machines in the 

immigration hall which, after inserting your passport, will automatically fill out the visa form for you. However 

you do it, getting through immigration can take up to an hour, depending on the numbers.  

Some important points: 

• A single-entry visa valid for 15/30/90 days costs: US$25/40/100. 

• You will need to provide two passport photos to obtain this visa. 

• It is highly advisable to have the exact payment amount ready in US dollars. If this is not possible, 

there are ATM facilities inside the immigration area of Kathmandu airport.  

• Backpacker Medics volunteers should mark ‘trekking’ or ‘holiday’ as their travel purpose. 

 

For further information on entry into Nepal, please visit: http://www.immi.gov.np/ 

 

 

MONEY AND VALUABLES  

There are ATM facilities in all major cities and tourist areas. These dispense Nepalese Rupee and accept Visa 

and MasterCard. Prior to departure, it is advisable to have some US dollars in cash. In general, it is best to 

organise a variety of ways to access your money overseas, such as credit cards, cash, debit cards or cash cards.  

Make two photocopies (or digital scans) of valuable documents such as your passport, tickets, visas and 

travellers’ cheques. Keep one copy with you in a separate place to the original and leave another copy with 

someone at home (or online, etc).  

Whilst Nepal is, generally, a very safe country, please remember that expensive watches, jewellery, cameras 

etc. may be tempting targets for thieves. As a sensible precaution against luggage tampering (including theft), 

lock your luggage- especially when travelling on public transport!  

 

 

 

 

 
 

http://www.immi.gov.np/
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MEDICAL ISSUES AND VACCINATIONS  

Medical facilities in Nepal are very limited, particularly outside Kathmandu. In Kathmandu, treatment at 

international clinics is expensive and up-front cash payment for services is generally required. In the event of a 

serious illness or accident, medical evacuation to a destination with appropriate facilities would be necessary 

and evacuation costs would be considerable (hence our travel insurance policy!).  

Your GP (regular doctor) is the best source of up-to-date information about preventive measures, immunisations 

and disease outbreaks overseas. Please organise a consultation prior to departure. It is advisable to have 

vaccinations before travelling.  

Backpacker Medics recommends the following vaccinations as a minimum:  

- Tetanus, Pertussis and Diphtheria (Adacel booster) 

- Hepatitis (A + B) 

- Typhoid (Typhim V) 

- Polio)  

Water-borne, food-borne, parasitic and other infectious diseases (including typhoid, cholera, hepatitis, 

leptospirosis and rabies) are present in Nepal, with some serious outbreaks occurring from time to time. 

Malaria is a risk in Nepal’s Terai and Hill districts and Chitwan National Park, however NOT in the region 

(Okhaldhunga) where Backpacker Medics currently operates. If you are planning any side-trips to the Terai 

region, we recommend you take prophylaxes against malaria where necessary and take precautions against 

being bitten by mosquitoes.  

Other mosquito-borne diseases (including dengue fever and Japanese encephalitis) also occur, however are NOT 

prevalent in Okhaldhunga district.  

It is advisable to filter or chemically treat all drinking water prior to consumption and avoid ice cubes and raw 

and undercooked food.  

Backpacker Medics recommends that volunteers prophylactically take a pro-biotic supplement to prevent 

gastro-intestinal disruptions. The most effective and convenient that we have found is the following product: 

www.blackmores.com.au/products/digestive-bio-balance  

Finally, if you have any underlying medical conditions that may effect you (or the 

group!) whilst in Nepal, please not them on your pre-departure application form. 

 

Further generalised health information about Nepal can be found at: 

http://www.who.int/countries/npl/en/ 

 

 

 
 

 
 

 

http://www.blackmores.com.au/products/digestive-bio-balance
http://www.who.int/countries/npl/en/
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CLINICAL KNOWLEDGE PREPARATION 

It is always a good idea to do some pre-reading/ revision on the following before visiting Kerasawara: 

 Skin, skin, skin!!! (visit the wounds west website and go through their online package: 

http://www.health.wa.gov.au/WoundsWest/home/ 

 Abdominal/GI complaints (reflux, GORD) 

 Female health issues and education  

 Chronic presentations such as arthritis, COPD, back 

pain, etc. 

 Simple hand, dental and sexual hygiene education 

techniques 

 Dental care basics 

 Nutrition basics 

 Lifting, stretching and posture for relief of chronic pain 

 ECG use and interpretation- there is a Zoll 3-lead ECG 

in the Moonlight Community Healthcare Centre and the 

medical staff are always eager to learn. 

 

 

RESOURCES 

Backpacker Medics can provide you with a HUGE array of digital resources upon request, however there are 

also many printed resources in the Moonlight Community Healthcare Centre. 

If you would like to have access to PDF versions of medical resources before your departure, simply drop us an 

email: info@backpackermedics.org 

 

  

PRE-TRIP PHYSICAL TRAINING 

Simple…hit the trail and the stair-

climber!…NOW! 

The fitter you are, the more fun you will have in 

Nepal. It’s a hard country to get around (even in 

the city!), and you will be required to walk 

everywhere whilst in the village. If a Nepali 

person tells you that the trail is ‘mostly flat’, 

they really mean “Nepali Flat”…a little bit up, a 

little bit down! 

 

 

 

Milky and Brad putting 

their skills to work. 

http://www.health.wa.gov.au/WoundsWest/home/
mailto:info@backpackermedics.org
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PERSONAL GEAR 

When planning what personal gear to bring to Nepal, it’s probably best to consider volunteering in the village 

as an ‘extended camping trip’. Regardless of the gear you choose to bring, PLEASE remember that YOU will need 

to carry it.  

Our advice: pack light, pack simply... and be prepared to wear the same clothes for a few days! 

You want light, minimal, warm and reliable clothing and equipment (unless it is summer- in which case you want 

light, minimal, cool and reliable!).  

Some important points about gear for your trip: 

• If you don’t have good, reliable walking shoes/boots, get them NOW and wear them every day!  

• Make sure that you take a warm sleeping bag  

• You will need a small, reliable self-inflating mattress (eg: Thermarest)  

• You will need a reliable head-torch 

• If you are so-inclined, feel free to take a 

small, light, 1-2 person tent.  

• A small, stowable day-pack is always a 

good idea (something similar to this: 

http://www.seatosummit.com.au/products/outdoor/ultra-sil-day-pack/) 

• Note that you can buy every imaginable kind of outdoor gear in Kathmandu (the city) at dirt-cheap 

prices. Also note that almost all of it are poor quality rip-offs! 

 

A suggested packing list is provided in the appendix of this booklet. 

 

 

 

PROFESSIONAL / MEDICAL GEAR 

The list at the end of this document is simply an example of items you might consider bringing. There are 

‘compulsory’ items (such as PPE) and ‘non-compulsory’ desirables. 

Vic and Nath battling 

the cold on the very 

first Backpacker 

Medics trip 

http://www.seatosummit.com.au/products/outdoor/ultra-sil-day-pack/
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If you decide to bring electronic diagnostic tools, please remember to bring spare batteries, chargers, covers, 

probes, test strips (etc.!) for all equipment. 

If you have diagnostic gear (BP cuff, stethoscope, pulse oximeter, penlight etc.) or prefer to use your own, feel 

free to bring it along however there's no requirement to rush out and buy it - volunteers have left things behind 

at the clinic after previous trips and there will be enough equipment to use.   

 

‘MULING’ MEDICAL SUPPLIES 

…hahahah!!  

“Muling”: that’s our word for loading-up volunteers with supplies to take over from Australia!!  

Please check your baggage allowances, limits, and number of pieces allowed and advise us if you can take an 

extra bag.  

We ask that volunteers limit their personal baggage weight to less than 15kg, allowing space for Moonlight 

Community Healthcare Centre equipment. 

At the very least we endeavour to send over around 10kg of equipment with each volunteer.  

 

• For those in Perth with available baggage space, please make contact with our Logistics Manager 

Bridgette Peaurt (logistics@backpackermedics.org) 

• For those outside Perth (or unable to collect supplies), feel free to bring supplies if you can get your 

hands on them.  

 

Items that are always needed at the clinic include: 

• Medical ‘consumables’: e.g. dressings, syringes, non adherent dressings (all sizes), guaze, alcohol 

wipes, chlorhexidine irrigation, paw paw cream, gloves, ‘blueys’ (absorbent sheets), small adhesive 

dressings, Betadine wipes, head torches, Vitamin C sachets, Ondensatron wafers, pre-natal vitamins, 

dental kits, wound glue, plastic rectangular treatment bowls (small), dressing sets, suture sets, 

trauma/haemorrhage dressings, bandages 

• Child education materials: e.g. pens, pencils, notebooks, books (up to grade 7), etc. 

• Warm clothing (all ages- from newborn to elderly) 

mailto:logistics@backpackermedics.org
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COSTS 

The 14 day volunteer programme fee* is NRs 100,000 and is payable in cash to BPM staff in 

Kathmandu (please check current exchange rates). You will be given a payment receipt upon 

collection. 

Ideally, this should be paid in NRs, however it may also be paid in $AUS or $USD based on the 

exchange rate for that day (from the link above). 

 

The programme fee includes all of the following:  

 

• Airport pickup and drop-off service on arrival and 

departure by BPM/MCHC personnel 

• First night’s accommodation in Kathmandu: twin-

share room in 3-star Hotel (Kathmandu; Thamel)  

• Personal Guide services in and around 

Kathmandu- walking tours to cultural sites, 

shopping etc. 

• Welcome Dinner on day of arrival at traditional 

Nepalese Restaurant (includes cultural and 

traditional music performances) 

• Private jeep transport to Kerasawara village 

• All meals and expenses during transport to-and-from Kerasawara village 

• Porters in/out of Kerasawara village if required 

• Lodging for 13 nights in Kerasawara village 

http://www.xe.com/currencyconverter/convert/?Amount=100000&From=NPR&To=AUD
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• All basic meals (3 meals/day) whilst in Kerasawara village 

• One night’s ‘special’ meal- whole organic chicken cooked by your guides the traditional Nepali way 

• Local food and beverage tastings 

• Accompanying interpreter and coverage of all his/her expenses  

• Trekking guides for all day-trips whilst in Kerasawara village (including porter if needed) 

• Clinical involvement in all MCHC activities 

• Clinical excursions to surrounding villages, facilities (hospitals, 

health centres, schools, etc) 

• Community volunteer projects whilst in Kerasawara village 

• A small donation towards the operation of the MCHC  

• Dedicated Homestay Host and amazingly hospitable family to 

assist with anything you require! 

• Festivals, Festivals, Festivals!! 

• A stylish and much-sought-after Backpacker Medics T-shirt! 

• …and heaps of other cool experiences that are just 

FAAAAARRRRR too numerous to list here! 

 

 

The programme fee DOES NOT include:  

 

• Any personal expenses 

• Extra nights accommodation in Kathmandu (please advise how many extra nights’ accommodation 

you will need so that the Backpacker Medics crew can pre-book this for you. You will need to pay for 

these nights directly to the hotel. Cost of all rooms is approximately 30 $USD per room/per night, 

however prices can change due to season and the economic/political climate. 

• Any hard or soft drink for the entire trip 

• Cost of vehicles during the sightseeing of Kathmandu or any other activity inside Kathmandu 

• Cost of extraordinary circumstance, emergency departures from village (including overall charges 

i.e.: transportation and food) or evacuations 

• Any extra costs which occur due to natural-or-man-made calamities (floods, road closures, political 

strikes) on the drive to/from the village 

• Cost for extra activities whilst in Kerasawara such as: kids picnics, day-trips to Everest view points, 

the Halesi Temple trek or any other out of itinerary activities 

• Tips or incentives to guides, porters, homestay family or drivers 

• *A key ethos of Backpacker Medics is complete transparency in all operations- be it personal, professional or 

• fiscal. We realise that ‘volunteering’ is (unfortunately) never free and have therefore endeavoured to provide 

• as much detail about the costs involved in our project as we possibly can. We want you to be 100% aware of where your 

money goes and to have confidence that every cent is reaching the community and being used in a positive way. Please 

note that Backpacker Medics is a 100% volunteer initiative, meaning that any costs involved in volunteering with us cover 

either ‘necessary logistics’ (eg: transport, interpreters, etc) or go directly to the community we are work ing with. 
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PART FOUR : THE 

VOLUNTEER 

TRIP 

AT THE AIRPORT...  

Upon arrival in Kathmandu, Backpacker Medics volunteers will 

be met at the airport by a representative of Backpacker Medics Nepal (usually Sushant, Ashmita or Anapum). 

They will help you with any baggage, organise transport and accompany you to your accommodation. Please be 

patient when you arrive- you will be met, however you may have to wait (remember the principles of ‘Nepali 

Time’). 

Prior to arrival you will be advised exactly who will be meeting you and their contact details.  

On the first night in Kathmandu, we endeavour to organise a dinner for all Backpacker Medics volunteers, some 

of the Moonlight Foundation Nepal staff and also the interpreters. If there are free days in Kathmandu before 

departure to the village, there are plenty of options: day-trips to temples, monasteries, shopping in-and-around 

Thamel, homestay visits or even some time spent at the Moonlight School.  

 

KATHMANDU ACCOMMODATION 

Accommodation whilst in Kathmandu is pre-arranged by Backpacker Medics and will consist of a shared room 

(maximum 3 people) with private bathroom and hot shower in a mid-range hotel. The hotel is situated in Thamel 

local- the main ‘tourist’ area of the city. The establishments we select are clean, comfortable, friendly and have 

been previously used by Backpacker Medics.  

Volunteers who would prefer to stay in a private room whilst in Kathmandu are more than welcome to do so. 

Please indicate your preference prior to arrival.  

Cost of all rooms is approximately 30 $USD per room/per night, however prices can change due to season and 

the economic/political climate.  

 

The Moonlight Community 

Healthcare Centre in all 

it’s glory 
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TRANSPORT TO KERASAWARA 

There is no hiding the fact that transport to-and-

from Kerasawara village will be the most 

arduous part of your volunteer experience. 

Here, we have aimed to be as honest and open 

about the trip as possible, so here goes...  

Travel to Kerasawara is via private ‘Jeep’*. 

Although it is only 250 km from Kathmandu, the 

trip can take anywhere from 14-to-30 hours  

depending on weather, road conditions, bridges, 

driver skill, the political climate at the time, the number of Police checks 

or the popularity of the driver (ie: whether he stops to talk to every 

passing vehicle!). Typically, these vehicles are designed to seat nine 

passengers,  

During winter the journey varies between bitterly cold in the mornings, to dirty and dusty, 

to oppressively hot in the afternoon (made even more so with all the windows up to keep the dust out!). In 

summer, it can be wet, humid and extremely slippery. Regardless of the season, it is always hard going as the 

‘roads’ are generally poorly kept 4WD tracks, despite vast improvements in recent years. 

The journey to Kerasawara begins in Kathmandu around 0400am when we congregate and wait for the Jeep to 

arrive. If all things go according to plan, we will be underway by 0500am. The trip is marked by three major pit-

stops: ‘mini breakfast’ at around 0730 (which usually consists of hot, boiled eggs and a cup of sweet tea), 

‘breakfast’ at around 1030-1100am (the main meal: rice and dahl), and a stop for snacks in the afternoon. We 

usually arrive in Kerasawara by late afternoon where we are met by some of the villagers. 

 

*Although they look like Jeeps on the outside, these vehicles actually bear little resemblance to the originals as 

all passenger comforts have been forsaken!  

 

ACCOMMODATION 

Whilst in Kerasawara, Backpacker Medics is primarily accommodated by the Koirala family in a genuine 

‘homestay’ capacity. All meals are eaten with the family, sleeping quarters  

are often within the nucleus of the family home and, whenever possible, 

we ‘pitch-in’ and help with the daily chores!  

Accommodation is in traditional mud-brick, thatched homes and is 

extremely rudimentary. There may be a hard-packed mattress and/or a 

raised bed in some instances, however 

it is more common to sleep on the floor on simple straw mats.  

A highly recommended investment is a good, small ‘Thermarest’ or self-

inflating travel mat and a small travel pillow. You will be expected to 

provide your own sleeping bag.  

AHHH…THE TRIP TO KERASAWARA! 

LIFELONG MEMORIES! 
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TOILETING 

Toileting is typically done in a separate ‘outhouse’ style trench toilet. These toilets cannot be ‘flushed’ at the 

push of a button; rather you will find a large metal jug next to the toilet, which is used to wash away any deposits.  

Please note that Nepalis do not use toilet paper when toileting; they use their left hand. For this reason, their 

septic systems are not equipped to handle toilet paper. Therefore, if you must, please use sparingly!  

 

SHOWERING 

Showering is a fairly irregular affair in Kerasawara. There are no ‘showers’ per-se, and most showering is done 

using cold water and a bucket; often with an audience. Please be aware that is extremely unacceptable for 

anyone to be seen naked in public in Nepal; it is therefore 

a good idea (especially for ladies) to have a large sarong handy that you can use.  

 

EATING 

We will put this as bluntly and honestly as possible:  

IF YOU ARE NOT PREPARED TO EAT RICE, DAHL AND VEGETABLES FOR 14~DAYS STRAIGHT, THEN DO NOT 

PROCEED ANY FURTHER!!! 

Nepali food is delicious, yet constantly similar. Nevertheless, it is lovingly prepared and plentiful. Eating is a 

HUGE part of Nepali culture and you should make every effort to 

get involved in the cooking and preparation when you can. Believe 

us when we say it will be well worth it! 

Eating is always done with the family. All cooking is rather laborious 

and done using open fires, therefore meals are timed so that the 

most number of people can eat together. This means that   special 

meals cannot and will not be prepared for you- you just need to fit 

into the family schedule! 

Mealtimes are a social affair, with everyone sitting on the floor in a 

circle. Most Nepalis eat using only their right hand; feel free to eat 

this way, or use a spoon if you like.  

The village diet is very simple and is seasonally-linked. There are two main 

meals each day: ‘lunch’ (eaten at around 1000) and ‘dinner’  (around 1800). There is often an afternoon tea of 

beaten rice, flat bread, nuts or fruit in between. Each main meal will consist of: rice, dahl, 1-2 vegetables and 

possibly some yoghurt.  

For Backpacker Medics volunteers, the host family will happily slaughter a whole organic chicken for the evening 

meal, or can provide eggs, limited snacks, beer, local wine etc. These can be purchased on an individual basis. 

Please be aware, however, that there is much planning and effort required to procure these items. Similarly, 

boiling or heating water is a laborious affair- so please don't ask to bathe in it!! Just embrace the cold! 

DAHL BHAT…THE CORNERSTONE 

OF EVERY MEAL! 
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RUBBISH  

Rubbish is a HUGE problem in the village and is all incinerated on-site. With this in mind, please de-pack 

EVERYTHING that you can before you leave for Kerasawara. Plastic wrappers, boxes, extra bags, etc.: just take 

them off and leave them at home. 

 

FREE-TIME 

Whilst in the village, when not ‘working’, your time is your own. 

Feel free to go for a hike, find a quiet reading corner, swim in the river, play with the village kids, visit and chat 

to the villagers, play volleyball (yep- the younger guys have built a volleyball court!!), learn to cook ‘Nepali-

style’ or just relax! We are also able to organise day-trips to neighbouring villages, overnight hikes, and many 

more adventures!  

If you feel the need to wander, however, please make sure that the trip leader is aware of your whereabouts. 

THE ITINERARY 

If you look closely at the itinerary below, you will notice that some of your time in the village will be less about 

doing specific ‘medical’ work and more about getting to know the area, the villagers etc. etc.  

There is method in this madness, which is this: after many, many trips we have found that having a number of 

days to ‘interact and observe’ the villagers, how they live and why they present with certain health problems is 

invaluable and helps to give a great perspective on the medical work when you actually do get stuck in and do 

it. 

This doesn't mean that you can’t do medical work in that time (you’ll be up with the kids every morning!!), but 

please use this time to sit back, observe and ‘join-the-dots’ on what you see. The itinerary below is just a basic 

idea of what you will be doing. The itinerary will be fixed once you reach the village depending upon the time 

of year you're in the village, cultural activities, festivals, weddings, crop harvesting and a million other factors!                                            

The following is a generalised itinerary: 

• Day 1: Travel by jeep: Kathmandu-Kerasawara village. Arrive late afternoon.* 

• Day 2: Introduction/Orientation/Visit the Moonlight Community Healthcare Centre / Moonlight 

Community Healthcare Centre Work Day 1. Community help can also be done on this day if there are 

opportunities 

• Day 3: Trek to Lamasuti. This is an easy ‘introduction’ trek of the village and the surrounding village. 

Carry your basic medical kit for treatments along the way if required.  

• Day 4: This is also a Community Help Day where you head out into the fields with the villagers. You 

might find yourself ploughing, ‘ox-surfing’, digging, or taking the cattle into the forest to graze!  

• Day 5: Moonlight Community Healthcare Centre Work Day 2 

• Day 6: Moonlight Community Healthcare Centre Work Day 3 

• Day 7: Trek to Rumjatar. This trek is a full-day affair and you will visit the District Hospital, the local 

high-school, a local market you’ll have a lunch of delicious momo! There will be opportunities for you 

to interact and discuss cases in-depth with the staff at the Rumjatar District Hospital. Carry your basic 

medical kit for treatments along the way if required. 

• Day 8: Rest day/Community Help Day 
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• Day 9: Moonlight Community Healthcare Centre Work Day 4, including 

KRT training. 

• Day 10: Moonlight Community Healthcare Centre Work Day 5. including 

WHI training 

• Day 11: Trek to Okhaldhunga. This trek is a full-day affair and you will visit 

the Okhaldhunga District Mission Hospital, the local market, etc.  

• Day 12: Moonlight Community Healthcare Centre Work Day 6, including 

nurse/midwife staff training. 

• Day 13: Moonlight Community Healthcare Centre Work Day 7. Possible 

School Community Health Education day. Visit all villagers to say 

goodbyes. 

• Day 14: Travel by jeep: Kerasawara Village - Kathmandu. Wash the 

dust out of your throat with a cold beer in Kathmandu! 

As an addition to this basic itinerary there are optional activities that can be incorporated. The following 

activities can be organised upon volunteer request, with the extra cost shared by the volunteer group. 

Backpacker Medics Nepal staff will be able to lease with you about these trips and their suitability 

depending upon the season/time of year. 

 

• Kids picnic: this will be the funnest day of your life! Spend hours playing games, 

eating kids food, skylarking in the river and generally having lots of fun with the 

kids and Moonlight Community Healthcare Centre staff. These are usually 

organised during October, November, December and January as the weather 

is good for picnics. 

 

• Day trip to a Mt. Everest view point (Pattale, 3150 meters). If the weather is right, this is a day to 

remember, providing panoramic views of the whole Everest region. The drive around takes 3 hours 

from Kerasawara. This trip also gives you an opportunity to experience the lifestyle of the mountain 

people (Sherpas). You will spend the day viewing Mount Everest, enjoying delicious Sherpa food and 

experiencing the amazing culture and hospitality of the Sherpa people. 

 

• Overnight trek to Halesi Mahadev. Hales Mahadev is one of the most sacred and important Hindu 

temples in Nepal. It is believed that the Halesi Cave has been used as a dwelling for 6000 years and 

that Lord Shiva hid there when escaping the demon Bhasmasur. It takes approximately 6-7 trekking 

from Kerasawara. The trek provides excellent views throughout and a chance to experience 

extremely remote Nepalese villages and lifestyles. The trek also includes a crossing Dudh Koshi river, 

which originates at Mt. Everest. 

 

*Please note that we now have road access to the Moonlight Community Healthcare Centre. Therefore, feel free to take as many 

medical supplies with you as will fit into your luggage as there is no longer any need to hike long distances with these items. 

COMMUNITY HELP 

DAY- DIRTY WORK! 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Halesi_Mahadev_Temple
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Shiva
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bhasmasur
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dudh_Kosi
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DAILY ROUTINE  

Although we may be undertaking similar work each day in the village- rest assured that no two days will be the 

same! It is important to understand that, although healthcare is important to the community, so too is eating 

and supporting themselves. Therefore, as a volunteer, you will often need to be very flexible with your work 

hours and schedule so as to fit in with important village activities like harvesting, planting, religious holidays or 

even a wedding!  

Regardless of the activities planned, each day begins at around 0700am with a morning Kids Hygiene Session. 

During these sessions your role is to teach the children proper tooth brushing, hand washing, moisturising, ear 

cleaning, nail clipping and hair brushing techniques. You may also wish to extend the session to cover some 

simple exercises, English vocabulary, singing or dancing.  

We have found that these daily sessions are extremely important in regards to opening pathways of interaction 

(and therefore better treatment!) with the children and also as a means towards establishing high levels of 

health standards. These sessions are not compulsory to attend, however we challenge anyone to defy their 

cheeky smiles and infectious enthusiasm!  

DONATIONS 

Gifts or donations of any kind are most appreciated by the villagers. Particularly, children’s clothing, 

toothbrushes, toothpaste, books, pencils, pens or games are always popular. So too are balloons and balls. The 

ladies of the village absolutely LOVE good chocolate, but are also appreciative of small sewing kits, moisturisers 

and other care products. The men of the village can always use t-shirts, shoes, hats, tools and gadgets like head 

torches.  

 

THE VILLAGERS, OUR STAFF AND THE FAMILY 

BPM has been working in Kerasawara village since 2012- during which time one of our main focuses has been 

to gain the unreserved trust and respect of the entire community. This mutual courtesy has been hard-earned 

and is highly prized. Indeed, we simply could not work in Kerasawara without it. 

With this in mind, please treat each-and-every villager with supreme respect, remembering at all times that you 

are a guest. 

One of the main reasons we have been so successful in gaining the 

trust and respect of these people is due to the tireless work of our 

staff and interpreters. Sushant, Uttam, the MCHC staff and the rest 

of the Nepali team work countless hours to make BPM a success. 

Please show them complete respect and gratitude. BPM Volunteers  

home-stay with Uttam (our Caretaker) and his UNBELIEVABLY 

AWESOME family. It cannot be stressed enough how amazingly 

hospitable and fantastic these people are. In fact, probably the only 

way it can be explained is like this: upon leaving the village you will 

consider them as much your family as your real one at home!! 
The one-and-

only Kaka 
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It goes without saying, but please make a point of being as polite and respectful as you can towards these 

wonderful people. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

PART FIVE: Moonlight Community Healthcare Centre OPERATIONS 

MEDICAL GUIDELINES AND TREATMENT  

As an independent and mobile service Backpacker Medics operates, clinically-speaking, with a high degree of 

autonomy. Indeed, the very work we do necessitates this.  

Nevertheless, we are fully aware of the need to provide ‘gold-standard’ levels of clinical care to every patient 

we encounter and to adhere to standard medical guidelines.  

To ensure the highest standards of health care, Backpacker Medics’ clinical treatment is governed by the 

following parameters:  

• All Backpacker Medics volunteers will adhere to the overriding philosophy of “Do No Harm”. 

• Volunteers at the Moonlight Community Healthcare Centre work under the registration of the 

Okhaldunga District Health Service. Clinical responsibility lies with the Moonlight Community 

Healthcare Centre Nurse/Health Assistant. 

• Backpacker Medics will follow the Australian and New Zealand Council of Ambulance Authorities 

Paramedic Professional Competency Standards at all times. These can be viewed at: 

www.caa.net.au 

• Backpacker Medics will follow the Clinical Practice Guidelines of the Australian Resuscitation Council. 

These can be viewed at: www.resus.org.au 

• Backpacker Medics will follow the World Health Organisation’s Guidelines for Good Clinical Practice. 

These can be viewed HERE. 

  

HYGIENE STANDARDS 

Part of the reason we facilitate monthly trips to work in the Moonlight Community Healthcare Centre is to 

ensure that the high, ‘Western’ standards of hygiene that we are used to/expect are being mirrored in the 

facility.  

All the Moonlight Community Healthcare Centre staff are fully aware of the standards that we require and you 

can use them as ‘supporters/facilitators’ if you feel the need to step in and put your foot down about hygiene 

standards. 

http://www.caa.net.au/
http://www.resus.org.au/
http://apps.who.int/prequal/info_general/documents/gcp/gcp1.pdf
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As you will see when you travel around the region, Nepali hygiene standards are terrible and this is NOT 

something we will ever accept at the Moonlight Community Healthcare Centre. 

The MCHC should be:  

- Clean and tidy (floors, windows, walls, equipment etc) 

- Completely free of litter/rubbish throughout the entire complex 

- A ‘spit free’ area 

- A place where everyone knows they have entered a place of ‘higher standards’ 

Please also note that when working in the MCHC, you should make an example of hand washing and hygiene. 

What the local staff and villagers see you doing, they will inherently follow. 

Finally: our volunteers are our 'eyes-and-ears' on the ground in Nepal. If the standards are not what you would 

like and/or expect…then please work with the Moonlight Community Healthcare Centre staff until it is right! 

 

PRIVACY 

As you’ll note when you visit the other hospitals around the region, Nepali’s don’t have much of a mind for 

privacy - not even in a clinical setting. ‘Onlookers’ will continually try and come into the rooms whilst you are 

treating patients. 

THIS IS NOT ACCEPTABLE…please be polite, but forceful about this point. 

H2O INTAKE 

In 2014 we instigated a “2 CUPS OF WATER for each patient” policy at the Moonlight Community Healthcare 

Centre. As you will find, a LOT (e.g.: 90%) of the principle complaints have to do with insufficient H2O intake. 

Please discuss this campaign with our Nepali staff and implement it further during your stay. 

TIPPY TAP HANDWASH STATION 

One of the big initiatives that BPM implemented in 2014 were dedicated hand wash stations at the MCHC. These 

are the TIPPY TAP HANDWASH STATIONS, and the concept is extremely simple, but hugely revolutionary and 

effective.  

 

KERASAWARA RESCUE TEAM (KRT) 

The Kersawara Rescue Team (KRT) was formed in 2015 to compliment the existing MCHC by improving patient 

outcomes through first-aid and rescue. The team comprises of ten locals, lead by Uttam Koirala who are trained 

in casualty access, triage, first-aid, rescue and patient transport.  

http://backpackermedics.com/2015/03/02/the-kerasawara-rescue-team-we-aimed-high-and-achieved-high-by-brad-stewart/
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Your trip will include KRT training days where BPM volunteers conduct 

refresher training for the KRT. Topics will depend on what is needed 

but may include: 

• Primary survey 

• Triage 

• CPR 

• First-aid 

• Lift & carry 

• High angle rope rescue 

It is important that the training is conducted to a high standard and is 

consistent with the Moonlight Community Healthcare Centre ideals 

mentioned above.  

A training schedule has been created and you will be advised of the monthly topic prior to your departure. To 

maintain training uniformity, a manual has been written and is located at the MCHC. Please refer to it before 

delivering your training topic. 

Safety is paramount when training. It is unacceptable to injure someone while conducting training so please 

keep these points in mind: 

• Do not attempt to teach something you are not trained and competent in, especially rope rescue. 

• Slow it down during critical periods like lifting and carrying casualties to ensure good technique 

• Do not hesitate to stop an activity if you feel it is unsafe 

WOMEN’S HEALTH INITIATIVE 

In February 2016 a team of volunteers travelled to Kerasawara to train a select group of local ladies in female 

health and hygiene topics. These women now form the Women’s Health Initiative Team - a dedicated group to 

act as female health advocates and mentors throughout the community.  

The ladies were not only selected from Kerasawara village, but also from surrounding villages and were trained 

in the following:  

• basic anatomy and physiology 

• ante-natal, post-natal and obstetric care  

• gynaecological problems and emergencies  

• paediatric first aid 

• male sexual and reproductive health 

As with the KRT, your trip will include WHI training days where you will 

be required to provide refresher training for the women and answer 

any general questions they have. 

A training schedule has been created and you will be advised of the monthly topic 

prior to your departure. To maintain training uniformity, a manual has been written and is located at the MCHC. 

Please refer to it before delivering your training topic. 

 

WHI TRAINING; 

FEB 2016. 

KRT TRAINING; 

FEB 2015. 

http://backpackermedics.com/2016/02/14/kerasawara-womens-health-initiative-launching-tomorrow/
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MORNING KIDS HYGIENE SESSIONS 

You’ll be up with the sun every morning to entertain the village children at their Morning Kids Hygiene 

Session…and it will be the highlight of your day! Part of the reason we instigated this from the very start was to 

keep a ‘constant eye’ on them all - meaning consistently monitoring their health, hygiene and happiness. 

To that end, if you see nails that need clipping, sores that need dressing, hair that needs brushing (or de-nitting), 

etc... then please step in and do it! Don’t feel that you should not intrude in any way. The villagers won’t be 

offended and they actually respect us greatly for helping in 

these areas. Similarly, if you think that their ‘home situation’ 

needs investigating, then please talk to our Nepali staff about 

arranging a home visit and a meeting with their parents. 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

PART SIX: AFTER YOUR TRIP 

POST-TRIP ACCOUNT 

One of the ‘traditions’ of BPM volunteers is that they write a 500-1000 (ish) word account of their trip, 

accompanied by some cool pics. Keep this in mind as you travel around and maybe chat about it amongst 

yourselves (i.e.: so that you all write about a different aspect of the trip) It doesn’t have to be a literary 

masterpiece, but the more candid and interesting the better. It doesn’t’ have to be clinical, just a topic of interest 

or memorable event.  

The social media team love to collect these stories and post them on the website and Facebook under the 

#teamtuesday campaign.  

Please forward to brad@backpackermedics.org when you have completed your article on return from your trip. 

 

FEEDBACK FORM 

On return from your travels, we would really appreciate feedback so we know what we are doing well, and what 

we could do better. Often, volunteers will take notes throughout the trip to ensure nothing is forgotten. You 

will be invited to complete the form or it is located here: https://form.jotform.co/bradBPM/volunteer-feedback-

form 

For any feedback you’d rather discuss in conversation, you are always welcome to email 

brad@backpackermedics.org or call on +61 439 734 323.  

ROSHAN HITS 

THE BOOKS 

mailto:brad@backpackermedics.org?subject=teamtuesday
https://form.jotform.co/bradBPM/volunteer-feedback-form
https://form.jotform.co/bradBPM/volunteer-feedback-form
mailto:brad@backpackermedics.org
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A FINAL WORD… 

In case you haven't realised from everything you've read in this booklet, you are about to embark on a 

completely life-changing experience. Once you return from Nepal, you’ll find yourself gazing off into the distance 

remembering the good times you had, whilst constantly scanning the internet for cheap flights back! 

Nepal is the kind of country that captures your heart, holds you in it’s warm embrace…and never lets you go! 

We like to think that Backpacker Medics is a little bit like that too and really appreciate the continued, post-trip 

involvement and energy of all our volunteers.  

If there is any ‘last minute’ advice we can offer, it’s this: get involved!  

We have no reservations when we say that you’ll find your hosts to be some of the friendliest and welcoming 

people you have ever met- so please don’t be shy. Don't come home thinking ‘I wish I had been more involved’.  

Pat a goat, hug an old woman, help with the chores, learn how to cook something, play a game with the kids, 

make something from bamboo, trek to another village, teach something, provide the best health care that you 

can to the sick or injured and enjoy every second of your unique experience!  

Please don’t hesitate to call, email, or pitch a question to the Facebook group if there is anything you need. 

Good luck, have fun and thanks in advance for upholding Backpacker Medics’ excellent reputation in Nepal! 

 

Nathan and Brad. 

 

Nathan Burns                    Brad Stewart 

mailto:info@backpackermedics.org?subject=
http://www.facebook.com/groups/BPMVolunteerPage
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Founder                             Operations and Volunteer Manager 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

APPENDIX : 

PREPARATION CHECKLIST  
 

⬜  Book flights 

⬜  Arrange travel insurance 

⬜  Register with Smart Traveler 

⬜  Obtain National Police Clearance 

⬜  Organise a copy of your Degree/Qualification OR evidence of current 

enrolment at a Tertiary Institution OR a written reference from Supervising 

Medical Staff 

⬜  Complete the Volunteer Pre-Departure Form (no later than 14 days before 

departure) 

⬜  Start collecting medical supplies (contact Logistics Manager if in Perth) 

⬜  Join the Facebook group and introduce yourself to your team 

⬜  Check current exchange rates 

BRAD AND NATH WHERE THEY LIKE TO 

BE MOST: OUTSIDE! 

mailto:viviana@motivetravel.com.au?subject=Backpacker%25252525252520Medics%25252525252520flights%25252525252520to%25252525252520Nepal
https://www.orao.dfat.gov.au/orao/weborao.nsf/Homeform?Openform
http://www.afp.gov.au/what-we-do/police-checks/national-police-checks
https://form.jotform.me/bradBPM/BPM_Volunteer_Details_Form
mailto:logistics@bacpackermedics.org?subject=
http://www.facebook.com/groups/BPMVolunteerPage
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⬜  Get any vaccinations required  

⬜  Check the weather forecast and pack accordingly 

⬜  Copy/scan all your travel documents to a safe place 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 

APPENDIX: PACKING LIST  (EXAMPLE ONLY) 

GENERAL 

• passport 

• ticket to Nepal! 

• watch 

• sleeping bag 

• small inflatable mattress  

• small travel pillow 

• rain jacket 

• quick-dry towel 

• equipment dry bags 

• camera + mini tripod + chargers 

• headtorch + spare batteries 

• Leatherman/ Swiss Army knife 

• sunscreen 

• Bushmans lotion/ insect repellant 

• camelback bladder 

• hackysack/ cards/ etc. 

• a good book 

• a journal 

• bucket/sun hat 

• worn-in hiking boots 

• sandals 

• Toiletries (toothbrush, eco wash, 

medications etc.)  

• Souvenirs for villagers/donations for 

health centre etc.  

• Debit card/currency to exchange

 

WINTER 

• down vest/jacket  

• mid-weight fleece 

• icebreaker mid-weight 

• 4 t-shirts 

• 1 long-sleeve hiking shirt (light) 

http://www.traveldoctor.com.au/Page/Knowledge-Hub/Destination-fact-sheets/nepal
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• 2 merino thermal tops (one heavy/one 

light)  

• 1 merino thermal tights 

• 2 long hiking pants 

• hiking shorts 

• 4 socks 

• underwear as needed 

• 1 light gloves 

• 1 beanie 

 

SUMMER

4+ t-shirts 

• 1 long-sleeve hiking shirt (light)  

• 2 hiking shorts 

• 2 board shorts 

• 4 sox 

• underwear as needed  

• light silk sleeping bag liner  

 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 
 

PERSONAL MEDICAL KIT : COMPULSORY 

• 1 PPE- gloves (10 pairs minimum), safety glasses 

• 100 Micropur water treatment tabs 

• 1 Notepad and pen 

• 1 Pen light 

• 1 CPR Facemask/shield 

• 1 Pain log (sliding scale) 

• 1 Trauma shears 

• 1 Watch 

• 1 Headtorch 

• 1 Clear Nalgene water bottle (1 litre) 

 

PERSONAL MEDICAL KIT : DESIRABLE 

• 1 Stethoscope 

• 1 Sphygmanometer (w/ adult + child 

cuffs) 

• 1 Tympanic Thermometer (+covers) 

• 1 Surgical scissors 

• 1 Artery forceps 

• 1 Tweezers 

• 1 Space blanket 

• 1 Hand wash kit (hand shower, brush, 

soap) or ETOH hand rub  

• 1 SpO2 / HR monitor 

• 1 BSL monitor (+ lancets + strips) 

• 1 Otoscope 

• 1 Opthalmascope 

• 1 Birthing kit (gloves, blueys, clamps, 

mucous extractor, space blanket)  
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• 1-2 Hand warmers (re-activation kind)   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

APPENDIX: COMMON WORDS IN THE VILLAGE 

Breath saas 

Burn polnu  

Cough khaki 

Cut katnu 

Disease rogh/birami 

Eye aakha 

Food khana 

Illness birami 

Itch chilaunu 

Nausea/vomit ulti hunu  

Pain/ache dukhnu 

Smoking churot khanu 

Stomach pet/ bhudi 

Teeth daath 

Skin chala 

Dizziness ringata lagnu 

Hot tato/ garmi 

Back pachadi 

Urine pishab 

Faeces disha 

Front/ before agadi 

Back/ after pachadi 

Right daya 

Left baya 

More dherai 

How are you? Tapai lai kasto cha? 

How much it hurts? Kati dukhyo?  

Where does it hurt? Kata dukhyo? 

Eat slowly khana bistari khanus  

Drink lots of water tanna pani khanus  

Take rest thakai marnus 

Chest pain? Chati dukhyo? 

Do you drink alcohol? Rakshi khanu huncha  

Do you smoke? Churot khanu huncha? 

Leg khutta 

Arms haath 

Thank you dhanyabad 

See u soon feri vetumla  
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BODY PARTS 
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Head tauko 

Skull tauko ko haddi 

Brain gidi/ dimag 

Neck ghati  

Neck - muscle ghati ko mamsapesi/masu 

Back - muscle ghati ko mamsapesimasu 

Spine merudanda (common - dhad) 

Eye - right ahkha (daya) 

Eye - left ahkha (baya) 

Nose - outside nakh (bahira)  

Nose - inside nakh (vitra) 

Ear - right kaan ( daya) 

Ear - left kaan (baya) 

Ear - lobe kaan 

Ear - canal kaan ko nali 

Ear - inner kaan ko vitro 

Mouth - lips mukh - oth 

Mouth - tongue mukh - jibro  

Mouth- tonsils mukh - ghokro  

Mouth - teeth - front dath- agadi ko  

Mouth - teeth- incisor kukurre dath  

Mouth - teeth - molar bang.Gah.Rah  

Mouth - gum giza 

Mouth - throat mukh - ghokro  

Oesophagus mukhya nali  

Shoulder- joint gardhan 

Chest - left chati - baya 

Chest - right chati (daya) 

Heart mutu 

Lung - right fokso (daya) 

Lung - left fokso (baya)  

Diaphragm Ribs - 1-12 karang 

Breast stan/ dudh 

Nipple tuppo 

Gall bladder - pishab thaili  

Pancreas - feao 

Kidney - right mirgaula (daya)  

Kidney - left mirgaula (baya)  

Abdomen - upper r/l bhudi  

(mathi) (daya)/(baya)  

Abdomen - middle r/l bhudi (bich) (daya)/(baya) 

Abdomen - lower r/l bhudi (tala) (daya)/(baya) 

Abdomen - muscle bhudi ko masu  

Stomach bhudi/pet 

Intestine - small sano andra  

Intestine - large thulo andra  

Bladder pishab thaili 

Penis linga 

Scrotum anda kosh 

Testicle anda 

Vagina yoni 

Uterus pathegahr 

Fallopian tubescervix pathgahr ko mukh 

Ovary andasaya 

Anus mahldwar 

Upper arm hath (pakhura)  

Lower arm tallo hath 

Lower arm - wrist hath nadi  

Hand - joint hath jodni 

Hand - nger hath aula 

Hip kammar 

Femur tigra ko haddi 

Thigh tigra 

Knee ghuda 

Lower leg khutta 

Foot paitala 

Foot - toe aula 

Skin chala 

Finger nail hath ko nang 

Toe nail khutta ko nang 

Hair - head kapal (tauko ko)  

Hair - body kapal (jeu ko) 

Hair - pubic kapal (linga ko)  

 

MEDICAL PROBLEMS 
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Addiction Nasha  

Alcoholism Rakshi 

Allergies Allergy 

Anaemia Pilia rogh  

Arthritis Jodnee dukhne rog  

Asthma Dam  

Bite Toknu 

Blind Andho 

Blister Foko 

Breastfeeding Dudh khuwaunu 

Bronchitis Jhilli ko jalan  

Burn - blister Poleko foka  

Burn Jalnu 

Cancer Kark 

Chicken pox Theula  

Cholera Haija  

Cold constipation Aapach  

Contraception - condom Condom/ dhal 

Contraception - female Copper t/kapati 

Cough Khoki 

Cramp Aaithan 

Croup Bacchalai sash rog  

Cut/wound Katnu / ghau 

Deaf Bahiro 

Dehydration Pani ko kami/ sukkha 

Depression Tanab 

Diabetes Chini rog 

Diarrhea Pakhala 

Disease Rogh/birami 

Drug Ausadi/ ookhati 

Dysentery Masi parnu 

Eye - blurred vision Aakha kam dekhnu/dhamilo 

Eye - cataract Moti bindhu 

Eye - glasses Aakha ma chasma  

Eye - glaucoma Aankha saro hunu/dukhnu 

Eye - macula degeneration Aankha ma ta dagh 

Eye - poor vision Aankha kam dekhnu  

translations  

Fetal alcohol syndrome Raksi dherai khanu 

Fever Zoro aaunu 

Food poisoning Aapach hunu  

Frostbite Lakuwa  

Gastroenteritis Gastrics  

Headache Tauko dukhnu  

Heart attack Mutu ghat 

Heart condition Mutu ko stithi  

Heart disease Mutu rog  

HIV/aids HIV aids  

Illness Rog lagnu 

Indigestion Aapach Inflammation Polera sunninu  

Influenza Sleshma joro 

Itch Chilaunu 

Jaundice Pandu rogh 

Kidney disease Mirgaula rogh  

Leprosy Chaya rogh 

Lice Jumra 

Lump Thupro 

Malaria Aulo 

Malnutrition Kuposhan 

Measles Dadura 

Menapause Mahinabari rokkinu  

Menstruation Mahina bari  

Nausea Ulti 

Nutrition Poshan 

Pain Dukhnu 

Paralysis Aashaya garnu  

Passive smoking Dhumra pan garnu 

Pertussis/whooping cough Lahare khoki 

Pneumonia Pneumonia  

Pregnancy Garbhawati 

Rash Foko 

Respiratory tract infection Saas nali ma ghau 

Sexually transmitted disease Yaun rogh 

Smoking Dhumrapan 

Sore throat Ghati dukhnu 

Sprain Markinu 

Stomach ache Pet dukhnu  

Swelling Sunninu 

Teeth - brushing Daath majhnu  

Teeth - rinsing Kulla garnu  
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Terberculosis Tb 

Tetanus Dhanustankar  

Toothache Daath dukhnu  

Vaccination Sui laun 

Vitamin Vitamin 

Worms Juka/kira rogh  

 

 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 

 

APPENDIX: USEFUL RESOURCES 

Below you will find some useful resources for further information about Nepal: 
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World Health Organisation (Nepal)  

http://www.who.int/countries/npl/en/ 

 

United Nations  

http://www.un.org.np/ 

 

Facts  

http://www.cia.gov/library/publications/the-world-factbook/index.html 

 

Moonlight Trekking Nepal  

http://www.moonlightnepaladventuretours.com/ 

 

Nepal Weather  

 www.worldweatheronline.com/kathmandu-weather-averages/np.aspx 

 

Welcome Nepal  

http://www.welcomenepal.com/ 

 

Lonely Planet (Nepal)  

http://www.lonelyplanet.com/nepal 

 

Currency Converter  

http://www.xe.com/currencyconverter/ 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

USEFUL CONTACT DETAILS 

 

http://www.who.int/countries/npl/en/
http://www.un.org.np/
http://www.cia.gov/library/publications/the-world-factbook/index.html
http://www.moonlightnepaladventuretours.com/
http://www.worldweatheronline.com/kathmandu-weather-averages/np.aspx
http://www.welcomenepal.com/
http://www.lonelyplanet.com/nepal
http://www.xe.com/currencyconverter/
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Sushant Dahal  Project co-ordinator, Nepal +977 9841 174665 projectnepal@backpackermedics.com 

Ashmita Kc 
Volunteer Expedition and 

Team Leader, Nepal 
+977 9843714922 ashmitakc123@gmail.com 

Annapum Dahal  KTM-based travel consultant +977 9851 129284 anupam.dahal@yahoo.com 

Subash Koirala Principal,  Moonlight School +977 9841 865959 subashkoirala1@hotmail.com 

Nathan Burns BPM Founder & Clinical Lead +61 423 001 473 nathan@backpackermedics.org 

Brad Stewart BPM Volunteer Manager +61 439 734 323 brad@backpackermedics.org 

Bridgette Peaurt BPM Logistics Manager +61 421 555 407 logistics@backpackermedics.org 
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